
Home Learning Challenges  
 

 

 

Name:  

Class: Mousehole 

Total Points:   

 

6 Points 

Use scrap cardboard such as empty 
food boxes to create a scale model of 
your house and surrounding area. You 

could paint it to create a more 
realistic model, even making your 

own trees and bushes. Look at Google 
map for accuracy.  

Using the bottom of a cardboard box 
or a wooden frame, create your own 
miniature garden and take a photo. 
Find small plants that you can place 

into a shallow layer of soil. There are 
lots of plants you can find that many 
people would consider to be weeds 

that would work well in your 
miniature garden. 

Create an animated story. This could 
be an illustrated flip book or stop 
motion animation using computer 

software such as moviemaker. Make 
sure there is a main character that 
goes on an adventure. Think about 

your beginning middle and end. 

Invent a new board game for two or 
more players. Think about other 

board games that you have played 
and take elements from them to help 
you but try and make it as original as 
possible. Think about turn taking, the 

use of dice and rules that help the 
game run smoothly. 

 

5 Points 

Paint a picture of a sunset or the time 
that the sun sets from your bedroom 

window. Think about creating the 
impression that you are sat in the 
room looking out of the window. 

Cut out small pieces of colour from 
old magazines and glue them onto a 
blank sheet of paper to make a self-

portrait. Look at yourself carefully in a 
mirror. You can layer over pieces that 
you have already glued on to create a 

blended effect. 

Create a reading poster by dividing a 
sheet of paper into seven boxes. Read 
your book somewhere different every 
day for fifteen minutes and then draw 

yourself in that location. Label each 
box with your location 

Find a recipe and bake a cake for your 
family. Make sure that you measure 
out the ingredients carefully, then 

present the instructions with 
illustrations as a poster. Make it 

colourful and eye-catching. 

 

4 Points 

Create a ground floor plan of your 
house, measuring the rooms and 

furniture with your feet if you do not 
have a ruler or measuring tape. 

Write a letter to a friend telling them 
about a film or book that you really 
like and try and convince them how 

good it is and why they should watch 
or read it. 

Create a fact poster for a person in 
history that few people have heard of 
but changed our world in some way. 
This could be an inventor, someone 

that introduced something to society 
or a person that came up with a new 

theory. 

Design your own superhero with their 
own superhero logo. What will they 
be called? What will their costume 

look like? What are their 
superpowers? What is their 

weakness? Draw your superhero and 
write a paragraph explaining their 

skills and attributes. 

3 Points 

Construct a robot out of waste boxes, 
bottles, and cartons. Paint it and 

photograph it. 

Make your own smoothie and design 
the packaging for an imaginary 

advertising campaign. 

Sculpt small figures out of aluminium 
foil and create a scene such as a 

party, sports event, or fight scene. 

Make some garden art inspired by the 
work of the artist Andy Goldsworthy. 

Make sure to photograph it. 

Choose your home learning challenges from the grid below and upload completed work onto Google Classroom. 

Your aim is to achieve a minimum of 20 points each week. You can also choose to complete your ‘Chill Challenge’ homework challenges.  


